Adopt-a-Hunter

Plainwell, Michigan

The Michigan Turkey Tracks Hunt started because of two youth hunters from Michigan, Kaiden Burnor and Daniel Bosch. Kaiden was diagnosed with cancer at the age of four and loved hunting all his short life of twelve. Daniel was diagnosed with Hurler syndrome. Both boys wanted nothing more than to have a turkey hunt in their home state of Michigan, like they had participated in, in Indiana. Daniel saw how important this was to his friend Kaiden. Daniel wanted to be able to make Kaiden’s dreams come true before he passed away. Daniel has now taken a huge role in making sure others kids like Kaiden and himself, get the opportunity to have a dream hunt in Plainwell, Michigan.

Please help Daniel support “Kaiden’s Dream Hunt” by sponsoring youth hunters like them. Thank you for your consideration!

Make your tax deductible (501C3) contribution payable to: Turkey Tracks Hunt

Donation amount: $150.00 Date: ______________________

Donor (Corporate) Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________

Phone#: __________________________________________________________

E-Mail: ____________________________________________________________